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The character of Sam was born in 1986 when Bil Gallagher’s 3rd grade teacher had given a creative 
writing assignment, and the student who wrote the best story would get to read it over the P.A. to 
the entire elementary school. Unsure of what to write about, Bil asked his mother for help. Mrs. 
Gallagher offered young Bil this simple and sound advice... 

“Write about the things you like.”

Well, Bil liked Dinosaurs, the movie Back to the Future, and his dog… Sam. So, Bil strung together 
a masterpiece in which Sam snuck into a time machine built by Dr. Nut, traveled to prehistoric 
times, befriended a Brontosaurus, returned with him to the present, and convinced Bil’s family to 
let him live in the back yard. Bil got to read his story to the whole school, and it was a hit, so he did 
what any creator would do… he made sequels.

Never forgetting his mother’s advice, he continued to work all the things he liked into each 
tale. Sam was given super-powers, complete with tights and a cape. He fought mutant cats 
and vanquished evil-doers with his mighty pudding gun (patent pending).  
But after a while Super Sam took the inevitable backseat to more pressing issues like 
recess and the spreading cooties epidemic.

As Bil started high school, Sam caught a second wind with the help of his neighborhood 
pals Alex Drinan and Jesse Luongo. With a passion for comic books and embarrassingly 
lacking social lives, the three spent their free time developing Sam’s world. An entire 
Universe was growing, but jobs, school, and even the occasional girlfriend started  
pushing Sam into the background once again. 

Sam was revived once more when Bil met Ron Smith while the two were working in a 
local supermarket. Both aspiring comic creators, Bil and Ron would brainstorm ways 
to integrate their characters into one universe. Eventually both Bil and Ron left the 
produce department to pursue separate careers in graphic design. Fortunately, Alex 
had been off at college, rediscovering comics at a time when the medium was seeing 
some of the best writers and artists it had in a long time. With a new appreciation for 
the craft, he decided to make one more effort to make Sam a reality.

After dragging Bil out of a creative coma, the two hunted down Ron, and together 
they spent week after week developing the story and characters into what you see 
here today. With the help and support of their families and some very good 
friends, the three are now committed to making their life-long 
dream of telling these stories come true.

And the rest, we hope, will be history...


